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About This Content

With BrashMonkey's Radius-Wing SHMUP Art Pack, you can mix and match 6 separate components from a large array of
designs to create a custom space ship reminiscent to those seen in classic arcade shoot-em-up games.

Once you've arrived at your ideal design, you can choose from many thousands of possible color combinations to finalize your
custom space ship. Many hundreds of thousands of possible color combinations combined with over 200 thousand possible

component combinations means the possible ship variations are nearly endless. Advanced users can even customize component
images or create custom color palettes to permanently increase the possibilities.

After just a few quick swipes of the mouse your awesome fighter-ship will take shape before your eyes in the form of a high
res, smooth 32 frame rotation animation, which you can then export for your game. Keep it large for cinematic or title-screens,
and reduce it down to create your actual in-game space-ship sprite. Use the exported frames for either full in-game barrel-rolls

or for subtle leaning as the player deftly maneuvers their ship between the onslaught of enemy fire.

With so many possible design and color combinations, you can not only create a large variety of ships for your player to pilot,
but also a whole evil armada for them to send packing back to their sector.

This Art Pack also includes an impressive assortment of player shots, mussel flashes, impact effects, explosions, force-field
effects and a collection of 3d rendered rotating power-up capsules which can be color-customized in the same manner as the

ships themselves.

With Spriter, you can creatively flip, rotate, scale and combine any of the thousand-plus images included in this pack to create
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and animate all kinds of cool stuff for your next SHMUP project.
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Title: Spriter: Radius-Wing SHMUP Animated Art Pack
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Utilities
Developer:
BrashMonkey
Release Date: 20 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Storage: 150 MB available space

Additional Notes: RAM usage requirements scale depending on the amount of graphics used.

English
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i love it! 8.5/10!. A memorable, lushly animated, surprisingly dark and claustrophobic classic li'l adventure game. Why isn't this
on the front page. Steam is broken.. Great Game at a great price!
For the moment it supports English, Spanish and Greek languages! Many cases to play with, innovative game (haven't seen
anything close to that) and it has a great potential for more features and cases!

PS. And super-friendly developer too! 5*. It's a really simple yet amazing game.
A lot of secrets are hidden, humor, satire.... and magic powers! it's just something to try and spend some time with ! definetly
worth it !
. This is turning out to be one of the best tower defence games ever made.. For the price of a few beers you get a great co-op
hero defence game for five friends to play!

Haven't played the higher levels yet, but so far a fun game.

Played both with friends and PUGs, specially like the "hot join" of a game inprogress, makes more games available.

Haven't tried a solo game, i.e. max player =1 game, don't see the point it's a co-op game that works for 2 and up to 5.
. The title of the game is misleading Casino which proves to be a bad solitaire game.
The colors of the cards are difficult to distinguish.
The gripping of the individual cards is very poorly implemented.
Moving the individual cards is a disaster.
Double-click feature was not considered to make it easier to stack cards on the target stack,
as you know it from the Microsoft Solitaire game.

The whole game has fun factor of zero.
Warning for Achievement Hunters broken Achievements 82\/100 only 18 are unlocked.. Fun, jump-right-in hidden-object
game with a wonderful children's-book art style and animal theme. Starts off fairly easy, but gets harder, especially as you
search previous levels for new objects and have to "tune out" previous stage goals ("hey, there's a starfish... no, wait, I'm not
looking for starfish this time..." is something I found myself thinking more than a few times!) Not a very long game, but I'll
keep it installed for the next time someone asks to play a quick fun game on my computer, or someone's kids need to be
entertained for an hour or two.. Unreal Game! The art, the music, its so smooth! and fresh! Thankyou!
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Having played all of the 4 Commandos games I can easily say that this one is clearly the worst game of the series;

It's a pitty because I am a Commandos fan from my childhood.

Let's leave aside the tech problems and the terrible (even for its time) unchangeable resolution. I would suggest to someone to
have a look at the forum. 99% of the subjects are bugs etc. I am lucky I have a 10 years old system probably.... but anyway...

The most prominent fact is that it gives you the feeling that it was rush made. I completed the whole game and all of the three
campaigns left me with an unsatisfied mood. All of the characters had much more potential but they couldn't unfold it in this
really short game.
Best example (for those familiar with the series): the Diver... He appears only in one short and relatively easy mission that was
interesting though and could had been enhanced. Forget also the underwater beauty of the previous game. You'll be down there
just for a minute or 2 with nothing to admire and stripped from his harpoon.
 I never had to use his hook as well as I never had to use the famous decoy. I never had to use the thief's pickpocket ability
either (to be fair though this is true for almost the whole part of Commandos 2 also)

The music is nice but again, the previous was better. The controls are punishing some times (hotkeys removed......).
The storyline has some stupid moments but it's ok.
I really liked some cutscenes like the train mission or the Berlin one but as I said it left me unfilled as there were absolutely
absent when completing a campaign.
The cover mode harder implementation did make things trickier but in a not believable way.

The length of the game is too short and although I appreciate some needed changes from Commandos 2, i.e. increased difficulty
reflected at the reduced health, (a bit too) occasional time limits pushing to more rapid action, a bit less equipment around (one
of the things that was killing Commandos 2 indeed), some new weapon and stuff (but some were removed and I didn't like it ...),
the verdict is negative unfortunately.

 I would recommend this game only to a hardcore Commandos fun and only when in a really low price. There will be some fun
of course but nothing close to the previous titles definitely. A newbie may enjoy it -when he overcomes the steep learning
curve- but I would suggest to try the previous titles as I said (so many times!). its a bit more brutal than the others but still great
game. id get om console for better lack of bugs but this is the best port of the tree and they have done some bug fixing.. well that
review didnt age well
After numerous controveries within the community and a cancellation over "hate" (read: completely warranted criticism and
anger), I can safely say this game isn't as great as it couldve been. Half the content that I, and I'm sure numerous others,were
looking forward to, has now been swept aside because a dev couldn't act like a reasonable person and accept criticism. That
really sucks. I've learned the immaturity and overall ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t that the dev has pulled, and I can safely say that I don't
believe in this game anymore. I wish I could get a refund, but it's too late for that, I suppose.

P.S. I was so hype for batter and brad god damnit

ORIGINAL REVIEW:

This game is wonderful. It has an excellent variety of characters, although some of the big names are missing. (though this is not
the dev's fault) You can play as characters from Goat Simulator, VVVVVVV, I Wanna Be the Guy, Newgrounds, and soon to
be, OFF and LISA. Mechanically, the game plays like a dream. You can change everything to your preference, including the
type of air dodges. (yes, you can wavedash.) You can toggle stage hazards, allowing for more competitive play. The game also
has several mechanics that seperate it from smash. For one, there's a super meter, making super moves something that happens
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in competitive play. Some characters have "PP" meters, that are spent when they use certain special moves. this balances out the
more powerful moves, making it more risky to use them. Overall the game might be in early access, but it's already ready to
compete with the other smash clones on steam, so when it gets finished, I'm sure it'll be the best one out there.

also

you know

OFF and LISA in a smash clone

thats reason enough to buy it. this game was amazing
. Game was awesome. It really makes you think throughout the whole game and has awesome music in it. Would def play the
game if i were you. I am so glad I bought this game! Yes, it needs some TLC but you can clearly see the potential. I had a great
time exploring everything....there's SO MUCH to see. I can see where the team is hoping to go with this game. Soccer was
amazing I'm going to suggest it to my friends so that we can play together.. This is a cool idea that seems well implemented.
Takes a bit of getting used to constructing below floors you have already built but it looks and feels very cool to play.

. easy to use and good for learning how to make a beat or something
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